
KUF create emotion-laden dialogues across layers of time and dimensions of sound. Voices re-
corded in private and in the past are chopped up and brought out center-stage to sing with beats 
hammered out right here and now. Glowing synths push forward. Basslines rise to grab the me-
lodic role of a track while a vowel is truncated and locked into a grid to drive the rhythm. Voices 
move within the time frame of a sample, performed by hands pushing keys, guided by the ear, 
immersed in a trio session’s deep flow… A vortex of quirky hands, responsive ears and glowing 
circuits.

Laurent Garnier (FR): Being listening to a lot of new albums to-
day— this is definitely THE ONE for me - Absolutely FANTASTIC 
. Whaouuuu #kuf #macrorecordings

Intro (D): In fusion with Havekost‘s drumming, Tom Schneider 
and Valentin Link create a coherent signature sound, that will be 
hard to immitate, remarkably notching up their performance from 
the first record GOLD. Keep a close eye on this trio!

Taz (D): After hearing this album, you will know: These guys are 
good and they‘re creating a unique and twisted sound.

Universe LP 2018 (macro) 



Hardwax (DE): West London broken-beats vibes reminiscent 
Jazz House hybrids

Flux Music (UK): Princess - a reminder of just how good live 
electronic music can be

Kiss FM (Ukraine): Loving ’Gold’ - really nice work!   

Groove (DE): The musician‘s interplay on GOLD is creating an 
openness and looseness, you can rarely experience in electronic 
context.

HHV Mag (DE): It‘s those tense, but further relaxed moments, 
that make GOLD such a beautiful album.

Bleep (UK): A mish-mash of styles from the unique Berlin band 
– from hip hop to funk to D‘n‘B – but all with a strong jazzy back-
bone and heavily electronic-sounding palette.

Radio France (FR): It‘s like spring coming early!

Textura (CDA): A raw attack that oozes spontaneity and unpre-
dictability.

Festivals - excerpt 
Fusion Festival DE
Shapes Festival NOR
Beseda u Bigbitu Festival CZ
Moers Festival DE
MV Festival FR
F(t) Festival DE
MS Dockville Festival DE
Blue Balls Festival CH

Tour
Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Norway, Slovakia, 
South Korea, Switzerland, UK, Ukraine

Gold LP 2016 (macro)

Odyssee EP 2016 (macro)



Video

Universe Liveset           Gold

Odyssee           

Contact
kontakt.kuf@gmail.com

Booking EU & UK: 
kai.lehmann@cabinartists.com

Label: Macro 
www.macro-rec.com

www.listen-to-kuf.com
www.facebook.com/listen.to.KUF/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2FGQIO5XS26jpPnslAbaDg

+++LIVEBILD+++

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsvXlZN3dPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vr38e3OS48o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBZrUXs_kuY
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